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Abstract
Currently over the last 120 years discharges are measured in the Dutch river delta. These values are used to consider the possible discharge of once every 1,000 -10,000 year. This requires extrapolation of these 120 data points. By reconstructing historic floods, additional extreme values can be added to this dataset. Using these cases will reduce the uncertainty in what will occur once every 1,000 -10,000 year.

Such a reconstruction can be made with the help of physical models. A physical model of the geophysical situation around the event can be made. In these models however multiple parameters remain unknown, most noticeable the discharge and roughness values. Whilst having multiple unknown parameters, standard calibration methods fail. Due to the complex calculation nature of these models, the calculation time constrains the use of multivariable optimization. In this regard meta models might have a solution. A meta model is a simpler model that represents the detailed hydrodynamic model. Within meta models there are two options, namely lower fidelity modelling and data modelling. The lower fidelity modelling is still a physical model with less details, like a coarser grid. Data modelling leaves all physical relations behind and tries to find relations between the input and output of the original model. In this thesis only data modelling is considered as it has the potentially largest speed increase.

For the reconstruction of the flooding of 1809, a detailed 2D model with the use of the software D-Flow FM is built. This model describes the geophysical parameters accurately and has a range of parameters for the unknown discharges and roughness sections in the summer bed. This range of parameters gives a sphere of fitting for the used surrogated model, namely a NARX. The NARX is trained and verified on the different potential runs of D-Flow FM. With this a highly accurate trained NARX is created that has an $R^2$ between 0.99 and 0.75, for the best FM run and the worst FM run respectively. This means that the NARX can mimic the D-Flow FM model.

The NARX is used in combination with an interior point barrier function algorithm to reconstruct the original discharges and roughness values of the summer bed. The resulting original discharges however were unphysical. Usually the model resulted in discharges over $4 \times 10^4$, which is extremely more than any literature. This shows that the method has some flaws in this specific case.

The flaws are most likely caused by one of the following three reasons: too many variables, outside the sphere of fitting, or failing optimization algorithm. First, the too many variables are mostly the number of roughness sections compared to the number of measurement stations. There are relatively few measuring stations in the area, compared to the number of roughness sections. This could be solved by reducing the number of roughness sections. Second, being outside the sphere of fitting, means that the NARX cannot represent the physical model for the measured water levels. This can be fixed by changing the type of experiments used in the training phase. Third, the failing of the optimization algorithm, this means that the problem does not fit to the requirements of the optimization algorithm. To solve this another optimization algorithm can be used.

Concluding, the accurate representation of the physical models shows that the NARX is capable in representing the physical model. This is possible even though there are changes to the physical properties of the area. However, it showed that in the current approach there are still difficulties to reach a desired water level. This means that further research is needed in the three aspects that are most likely causing this problem.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The flood security policy in the Netherlands has changed over the last years. This change gives a move from probability of exceedance to flooding probability (Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment & Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2014). The probability of exceedance is the chance that a water level is exceeded, whereas the flood probability is the chance of actual flooding. This change led to a water safety question for most of the river dikes.

Dikes are designed according to conservative methods, since design discharges are uncertain. This means that the most extreme situation is used, leading to excessively strong designed dikes. With the new policy the safety standards have increased once again, leading to more expensive reinforcements. With better methods to determine the design discharges, the uncertainty in these can be reduced. However, this requires more detailed models to describe the water systems. With these models, the uncertainty in design discharges can drop leading to potential smaller dikes and less expensive solutions. Most of this uncertainty is caused by the high return periods, whilst having only relative short time series of data to base the extreme events on. To extend this time series, more events of the past could be added by creating historic flood reconstructions. For the reconstructions of floods detailed two dimensional models are required in the embanked areas, as the directions of the flow in the flooded area is unknown (Hesselink et al., 2003).

Two dimensional models require more computational power than the simpler 1D models. As the computational power is limited, this problem can be addressed by using a metamodel (Behzad et al., 2009; Simpson et al., 2001). Metamodels are a simplified version of the original model, which are suitable for a specific application (Kolkman et al., 2005). These metamodels, also called surrogated models, are a simplification of the original model. These models are categorised in two types: lower fidelity modelling and data modelling (Razavi et al., 2012a). Lower fidelity modelling works by reducing the number of physical processes included (Razavi et al., 2012a). Some options for lower fidelity modelling are: creating a coarser grid, moving from 2D to 1D modelling, and reducing the temporal resolution. Data modelling works by fitting a relation between the input and output of the original model (Razavi et al., 2012a). Some examples of data modelling are: the interpolation of different measuring stations, the use of polynomial functions to receive timeseries, and the use of more advance technique like neural networks. The potential time gain for each individual model run is larger for data models than for lower fidelity modelling as it removes the physical limitations entirely.

With such a metamodel the original model is mimicked. This means that the metamodel is usable for the same application as the original model within the sphere of fitting (Razavi et al., 2012b). This sphere of fitting is determined by the data of the original model. The more data of the original model is available the larger the sphere of fitting. The use of these surrogated models in operational sense has shown to be effective in speeding up the simulation whilst remaining accurate (Duong et al., 2018; Matta et al., 2018). However, once the inputs are outside of the sphere of fitting the results of these models are no longer valid. As these metamodels have lost all physical properties extrapolation of the input is not possible. The metamodels will give a result even though the input is outside the sphere of fitting, however the error of this result remains unknown.

Various model inputs are missing for historic reconstructions. These inputs are things like discharge and roughness values, which means that physical modelling becomes troublesome. Whilst the calculation times do not allow for iteration of these parameters, with 2D models this problem becomes even larger. To tackle these problems metamodels could bring a solution. Whilst the
metamodels have lower calculation times, the correct input out of a set of inputs might be determined. For the case of 1809 that is used in this study, both the roughness and discharge wave are unknown. Therefore, the use of a surrogated model to fit these inputs to the water levels is explored. This should give the benefit that it is possible to remake the discharge wave towards the actual measured water levels.

1.2 Objectives
Till now surrogated models are used for the speedup of operational models and design optimizations (Simpson et al., 2001). In this study the goal is to explore the potential of using these surrogated models for reconstructing discharge wave of 1809 in the Rhine system.

1.3 Scope
The focus in the study is placed on data modelling techniques. This means that the lower fidelity techniques are excluded. Lower fidelity models are based on the same core physical processes as the high-fidelity models. Therefore the results become less accurate in exchange for more speed (Razavi et al., 2012b). While the data based surrogated models have their calculation efficiency gains from using different methods. This means that the calculations that a data model makes are relatively easy and simple (Cheng & Titterington, 1994). Whereas most physical models have difficult routines using multiple differential equations and solutions for these, data models consist out of linear algebra. Classical computing is extremely optimized for linear algebra, leading to a large calculation time gain.

1.4 Report outline
This thesis report will first explain the methodology of the study. This can be found in Chapter 2. After this the different results will be discussed, first the accuracy of the surrogated model, in chapter 3 and the discharge reconstruction in chapter 4. With furthermore the discussion, conclusion and recommendations in the follow up chapters.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 1: It gives an overview of the overall methodology of this thesis, with an iterative process*
2 1809 flood

During the winter of 1809 large areas in the Netherlands were flooded. It is currently still unknown what the discharges were during this flood. In total 100,000 people were affected by the floods in 1809. Of these 275 people were killed and in total 2,000-3,000 equines, bovines, and pigs were killed and about 1000 homes were completely destroyed (Driessen, 1994). The floods were caused by the cold period before the first flood event that occurred around the 10th of January 1809. A second flood event followed around the 25th of January flooding more regions downstream.

The focus is placed at the upstream flooding event in this study, meaning the first one. This choice has been made to reduce the unknown variables in the study. For the second flood event, the Meuse river has met with the Rhine delta. This means that both the discharge of the Rhine as well as the Meuse effect the water levels in the system. This would become to complicated for the given case and methodology, as such the case is reduced to only the first flood event, and spatially cut of before the Meuse becomes a part of the system.

From half December 1808 till the 10th of January 1809 the Netherlands had a period of heavy frost (Lintsen, 2009). Due to the low temperatures, the rivers (Rhine, Meuse) were completely frozen. Around the 10th of January the temperature rose leading to melting ice and the creation of drift ice. These ice piles hit each other chaotically, leading to a large iceberg at the south of Arnhem. This iceberg blocks the Nederrijn river leading to a larger discharge in the already full Waal river, leading to dike failures in the area (Driessen, 1994; Lintsen, 2009).

2.1 Study area

The study area is a part of the Rhine branches in the Netherlands. This consists of the part located between Emmerich and Tiel/Zupthen. In the study area, around the year 1800, some measurement stations are available. These stations are spread over the branches, but in a low spatial resolution. The stations measure the water levels at several locations, namely: Arnhem, Nijmegen, Pannerden, and Doesburg. The temporal resolution of the stations is daily. Using maps of 1810-1850 the geophysical properties of the area are extracted. This is explained in more detail in paragraph 2.2. Figure 2 gives an overview of the study area with the locations of the measuring stations and the river courses of 19th century placed on the current day topography. Some difference exists between these two situations. The largest visible deviations are the course from Pannerden to Doesburg, which is in the current day less meandering then in 1800. Another visible deviation is downstream of Doesburg, where a meander is cut-off in the current day.
2.2 Reconstructing the historic setting

As the case in this study is a historic setting, the situation first needs to be reconstructed from several historic sources. This is done by combing information into a physical model of the 1809 flood, more over this in Chapter 3. For such a physical model some inputs are required; things like the location of the summer bed, the location of the floodplains, the dikes, the height of the area, the flow roughness. These inputs can be extracted from historic information, this chapter will give an overview of the reconstruction and how the information is gathered.

2.2.1 Data sources for reconstruction

Each input for the physical model has one or more data sources, for the reconstruction. Each of these inputs will be discussed in more detail, how the reconstruction occurred. Table 1 contains an overview of the different maps and datasets used to reconstruct the 1809 flood. For each the name of the source is given, together with the year and author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model inputs</th>
<th>Data extracted from</th>
<th>Time data source</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roughness values embanked areas</td>
<td>Historic land use 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>(Alterra, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness values summer bed</td>
<td>Theoretical manning values</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(Chow, 1959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height in floodplains and embanked areas</td>
<td>AHN</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Dike locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dike locations</th>
<th>Register der Peilingen</th>
<th>1830-1850</th>
<th>(Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1837)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dike breach Oosterholt</td>
<td></td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>(Ewijk, 1809a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dike breach Loenen</td>
<td></td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>(Ewijk, 1809b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dike breach Loo</td>
<td></td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>(Ewijk, 1809c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dike heights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dike heights</th>
<th>Waterstaat Kaarten 1st generatie</th>
<th>1872</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Bathymetry of the summer bed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bathymetry of the summer bed</th>
<th>Tables of Register der Peilingen</th>
<th>1830-1850</th>
<th>(Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1837)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Summer bed course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summer bed course</th>
<th>Register der Peilingen</th>
<th>1830-1850</th>
<th>(Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1837)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Water levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water levels</th>
<th>Rijkswaterstaat waterinfo</th>
<th>1809</th>
<th>(Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 2.2.2 Roughness embanked areas

The roughness in the flood plains and embanked areas are extracted using the land use of 1900. The land use of 1900 is used, as this was a readily available digital map with no significant changes to 1809 in the land use. This map is a digital colour map of Alterra (2004), each colour represents a type of land use. Using the classification learner of Arcmap all the available colours are categorised using the legend of the original map. With this information the map is transformed in polygons with land use categories attached to them. These polygons are later used, to transfer roughness values in the physical model.

### 2.2.3 Roughness summer bed

The summer bed roughness values are determined using theoretical manning values. For this the manning values for different type of river segments are combined. This is done using Chow (Chow, 1959), these theoretical parts are added together. While all river types never have an absolute single manning value, this leads to a band of potential manning values. For the experiments later, these values are varied within this unknown bandwidth of manning values.

### 2.2.4 Height of the floodplains and embanked areas

The terrain heights except for the summer bed are generated using a height map of the Netherlands from 1850. The resolution of this map is 250m by 250m. This data gives all the winter beds, and inner dike area heights within the Dutch part of the study area. Next to this Dutch section, the German inner dike area and winter bed requires height information. These heights are created, using the current day heights for the embanked area and for the winter beds a height correction is added on top of the current day heights. This height correction is the average difference between the current day heights and the Dutch 1850 heights in a segment of winter bed close to the border, but where both datasets are available. The section used is the north side of the Rhine from Pannerden to Lobith. Figure 3 provides an overview of the different location where this height data is used. No significant changes in height are noted between 1809 and the published set in 1850, as such the 1850 data is used for 1809. This height data is available in the Dutch part of the study area. For the German part the height data of 2000 is used. This height data is manipulated in the floodplains and summer bed, to match the 1850 dataset. For this a section of the Dutch part just past Lobith is used to calculate the average deviation between these datasets. The embanked areas in the German area are just determined by the 2000 dataset.
2.2.5  Dikes

The dikes in the Netherlands have changed in the last two centuries. To have the outer dikes as accurately as possible in the model, the location has been extracted from old river maps of 1830-1850, with corrections of the dike breaches in 1809. Paragraph 2.2.5.1 describes this extraction in more detail. Next to the location also the heights are needed. These are extracted from the “Waterstaatkaarten” of 1875. Around the dike breaches more detailed maps were available that are used for the dike heights there.

2.2.5.1  Location

The location of the dikes is digitized from the 1830-1850 maps in ‘Register der Peilingen’ (Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1837), together with detailed views of the dike breaches (“Beeldbank (Gelders Archief) - Gelders Archief,” n.d.). With the dike breach maps a more accurate representation of the outer dike location is made. The river reconstruction map is from 1810 after this flood event, as such the dikes are relocated due to the dike breach. Using the river map of 1810, the location of the dikes is digitized by creating line elements following each of the outer dikes. All small embankments in the winter bed are ignored in this research. Next to the location the dike breach maps also have information about the size of the breach leading to a more accurate representation of these breaches in the physical model. However, some of the maps have become less opaque over time, leading to uncertainties in the exact dimensions. These width inaccuracies are in the order of tens of meters, leading to relatively small uncertainty. As the grid for the physical model will not be smaller than tens of meters. The physical model will map all dikes to the grid, so the breach will always be a natural number of grid cells wide.

2.2.5.2  Dimensions

The dimension of the dikes, which is modelled as only the height is extracted using the Waterstaatkaarten. These maps contain the dike system of 1872, with the corresponding height at several locations. The height data is placed as points on the locations measured on the different dike segments. After which for every vertices of the original dike line the heights are interpolated linearly. This linear interpolation is done with the length of the dike segments, as such a 1D interpolation over the dike.
2.2.6 Course of the river summer bed
In cooperation with the university of Utrecht, a reconstruction of the river summer bed is created. This is done by combining the old maps of 1830-1850 which are part of the Register der peilingen (Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1837). These maps have been spatially placed in the correct location, using multiple recognition points through Bas van der Meulen (UU). With this information the entire course of the summer bed is digitised. This information is the basis for the bathymetry of the Rhine river delta. More information on the interpolation method can be found in the next section.

2.2.7 Bathymetry of the summer bed
From measurements every 1 km of the river the bathymetry of the entire river had to be reconstructed. Caviedes-Voullième et al (2014) discusses the possibility of a cubic hermit spline to interpolate the bathymetry over the course of the river. This method works by using a cubic Hermite spline function to determine the thalweg. Cubic Hermite spline is an interpolation method that requires both the function to be continuous and differentiable in the data points. The method of Caviedes-Voullième et al (2014) uses the spline through the thalweg, with perpendicular cross sectional sections on top. These cross-sectional sections are divided in several points. The points are then connected from cross section to cross section, on which linear interpolation is used. This method only works in symmetric rivers, if the thalweg is in the centre. In asymmetrical rivers the resolution of the interpolation gets skewed in the river. As the river branches in question have a lot of curves and moving thalwegs over the cross-sectional direction, this method is not applicable, therefore an extension of this method is used.

The more advanced method is using the thalweg generated by the cubic Hermite spline to generate a curvilinear grid in line with the river. Figure 4 gives an overview of this curvilinear grid that is created shown in the red lines. The method uses this grid to give every sample (coloured points) an x,y coordinate in this grid. A grid for the interpolation results in then created between the summer bed boundaries and in a fine spatial resolution around 2-5m. These points are filled by linearly interpolation in the curvilinear grid. The small yellow dots in the black lines are the locations of these points in Figure 4. Due to the zoom level and the grid size, does this fall behind most of the lines. The interpolated values will follow the course of the river, as the curvilinear grid values the direction in this manner.

![Figure 4: The Curvilinear grid interpolation](image)
2.3 Discussion of the reconstruction

The reconstruction of the historic case is just a part of this thesis, as such some assumptions have been made to make the reconstruction possible in the given timeframe. These assumptions reduce the accuracy of the reconstruction. However, for the given research aims of this thesis the assumption will have a small effect. When the case of 1809 reconstruction is the main goal the following aspects should be fixed.

First, the biggest error is caused by missing height data in several sections of the study area, especially in the German locations at the upstream section of the study area. Due to the limited size of the section being a few kilometres, the effects on the results remain limited.

Second, the location of dikes and the heights do not match on the maps (Waterstaatkaarten and the Register der Peilingen). This can be caused by projection issues, or different georeferencing locations as the maps are part of two different datasets. Whilst the shape of the dikes was the same on both maps, the likeliness that the heights are within a couple of meters on the correct locations is very high. Therefore, the effects of this potential inaccuracies are small.

Third, the interpolation of the summer bed, is created from cross sectional data every kilometre. This means that the bathymetry course is not located in the input data, as such the river course could have been different instead of following a perfect spline. Whilst no more detailed data is available this inaccuracy is to be accepted. The eventual effects of this assumption will be limited. As the main flow direction is ensured using the thalweg spline (Caviedes-Voullième et al., 2014), which is the base of the curvilinear grid.

Fourth, the roughness of the summer bed is determined using the physical roughness values. However, in this roughness a model grid roughness should be included. Due to the model grid numerical inaccuracies start to occur, these are usually caught by the roughness as the model is calibrated using roughness values. These values are missing, which could potential lead to wrong results. As the summer bed roughness and the discharge are unknown values, calibrating these was not an option, till the final stage using the surrogated models.

Final, the topographic map used for the land use in the embanked areas is a lot more recent than the event. This gives a discrepancy of about 90 years, as such some of the land uses have changed, mostly that the cities were increased somewhat in size. However, no major changes were spotted between the maps, together with the relatively small sensitivity of the model to these values (Bomers et al., 2018a), means that this error is neglectable.

2.4 Measured water levels during the flood

Using the measurement stations that are located at Arnhem, Doesburg, Nijmegen and Pannerden daily water levels are available. These water levels will be used to reconstruct the original discharge wave in this situation. These measuring stations give the water levels on a temporal resolution of every day; however, the exact time of measurement is unknown. Figure 5 shows the measured values. It shows different behaviours between the measurement station. In this ice dam effects are present, with steep discharge peaks.
3 Physical model

In this thesis a physical model is created of the 1809 case, this physical model is a bunch of hydrodynamic equations. The hydrodynamic modelling software used in this thesis is D-Flow FM, also known as flexible mesh (Deltares, 2016b, 2016a). The advantages of this software are the ability to combine different types of grid shapes and sizes. This allows the solution to become more accurate in interested areas and faster overall. Physical functions are complicated to calculate, as most of the functions use partial differential equations. These kinds of equations are solved using numerical schemes. For this solving method a few things are needed. First, the numerical schemes require a grid for the study area. Second, the boundary conditions must be determined. Third the roughness in the study area must be included.

3.1 Model grid

Using flexible mesh, a smooth and orthogonal grid is required (Deltares, 2016a). This means that the neighbouring grid cells should be about the same size and the centrelines should be perpendicular to the cell boundaries (Deltares, 2016b). Bomers et al (2018b) mention that hybrid grids are better capable of determining realistic flow velocity patterns as long as the grid resolution does not change quickly between the different parts of the grid. The advantage of D-Flow FM is that such a hybrid grid can be made using different grid sizes and shapes over the model area if the differences in sizes are not too large. D-Flow FM is used with a curvilinear grid in the summer and a triangular grid in the floodplains and embanked areas. The resolution of the triangular grid is decreased towards the embanked areas from the boundary of the summer bed. This is done as the interesting results and spatial differences further from the summer area becomes sparse. The eventual inner triangle grid has a resolution of 350m sides.
3.2 Model boundary conditions

The equations, which are the basis of this software require boundary conditions. In total there are five different boundary condition types used. First, that no water can flow over the boundary, this type is used most often for all segments in which water flow is not directly present. Second an
amount of flow over time is used, this is used at the upstream boundary and just shows the discharge over time. Third, Q-h relations are used, these boundary conditions couple the discharge at the boundary to the water depth that should be present there at the same time. Combining these conditions means that the equations of this model can be solved.

The first type of boundary conditions is located on the black lines of Figure 7, these are the boundaries of the grid. This is just to prevent the water from leaving the model at unexpected locations. The other colour lines in Figure 7 show the Q-h relations at several locations and the discharge at Emmerich, which places a discharge wave on the location. This discharge wave is created using a theoretical shape. This decision has been made to ensure the possibility of testing the new method, whilst remaining having a natural shape. The shape of the discharge wave is shown in Figure 9, this consists out of a baseflow of 6000 m$^3$/s, in a combination with a flood wave in a gaussian curve. The baseflow is chosen as the maximum flow in the Rhine river with a return period of one year (Rijkswaterstaat, 1994). This reduces the warm up period as all the river branches are filled with water including floodplains. The gaussian curve ensures a single peak in a smooth fashion. This smoothness is useful as it reduces the problems that later functions can bring.

For the Q-h relations a different approach is used, the river boundaries are determined using the current day Q-h relations further downstream. As the differences between 1800 and the current day are not huge, a boundary 20 km further downstream suffices. This is far enough that there is no water staying on the river, which makes the locations of the correct boundaries not be in steady state. Combining all steady state water levels at multiple constant discharges, namely 4000, 8000, 12000, 16000, and 20000 m$^3$/s leads to a Q-h relation. This Q-h relation is made for each river boundary and shown in Figure 8. The betuwe boundary has been determined differently. As the dike breach gap is known, the flow from there over the land will be the same independent of the discharge in the river. This means that using the maximum discharge and then considering the Q-h relation on the land will give a nice overview of the flow on this border. This is determined by creating a storage hole a bit downstream, which is filled. When the storage is full, the Q-h relation is cut. This means that the relation assumes infinite storage downstream. As the period for the calculation is limited this is fine for the scope. The extend in which calculations will be done is from the 8th of January till the 20th of January.

Figure 8: The Q-h relations as determined on the boundaries, all of these are for 1809.
3.3 Dike breaches

In 1809 there are four major dike breaches that have been included in this study. All these dikes have been breached between the 12th of January and 15th of January. Three of the four dike breaches have detailed maps of the location and size of the breach. For the fourth dike breach, the size has been determined using a dataset containing all major dike breaches of the last century in the Netherlands. The size is then the average data of all breaches in this dataset. Figure 10 gives an overview of these location, of which A has been ignored due to the very small embanked area. The location of the fourth dike breach is taken from the global map, shown in Figure 10.

4 Surrogated models

Current day modelling tries to become closer to reality every year and requires more computational power. Reducing the computational power, surrogated models can be used. These models represent the model but in a simpler form and so less calculation intensive form. The disadvantages of surrogated models are the slight loss of accuracy with respect to the original model (Razavi et al., 2012b). Within surrogated modelling, there are two types of models, namely response surface modelling and lower-fidelity modelling. Response surface modelling use data-driven function approximation techniques to empirically approximate the original model response. These types are also known as metamodels or proxy models as it is a model of the model. Lower fidelity models are physically based simulation models but less-detailed compared to original models (Razavi et al., 2012b). In this thesis the focus is placed at response surface modelling. The setup of these models is discussed in the following paragraphs, with first the experiment design, and afterwards the different surrogated models that will be used.

In this thesis surrogated models are used to get an estimation of the discharge wave that occurred in 1809 during the first flooding. It is impossible to achieve this result with the physical 2D models as the calculation requirements are too large. Figure 11 provides an overview of the different steps that are taken in this thesis. The first two boxes are discussed in the previous chapter of the
methodology, this chapter focusses on the third to the final box. With the physical model a surrogated (data) model is setup for pre-determined experiments, these are discussed in the next paragraph. Using these experiments, the surrogated model is fitted, this is discussed in paragraph 4.2. With this surrogated model the input is changed to fit the water levels measured in 1809.

Figure 11: Overview of the surrogated method to get 1809 information

The goal of the surrogated model is to allow for the reconstruction of the original discharge wave in 1809. To ensure this possibility the surrogated model should fit the D-Flow FM data, as this allows it to get the relation between the input and the water levels. To ensure this fitting an experiment design is built. An experiment design means a list of input parameters. These input parameters are chosen such that the entire options of potential inputs is covered (Saltelli et al., 2008).

4.1 Experiment design

The quality of an experiment design depends on two features of the dataset, namely the bias and variance. The bias of a dataset is the quantification of the extent to which the surrogated model outputs differ from the true values calculated as an average over all possible data sets (Queipo et al., 2005). The variance of a dataset is the extent to which the surrogated model is sensitive to a particular dataset. Each dataset corresponds to a random sample of the function of interest (Queipo et al., 2005). The bias can be reduced by including more data points, however the variance is improved by smoothing the data (Queipo et al., 2005). Therefore, reducing the bias will increase the variance and vice versa. For an experiment design based on deterministic computer simulations the focus lies on bias reduction (Queipo et al., 2005). Without knowing the objective function of the surrogated model, the best practice is to use an uniform sampling method as this keeps both the variance and the bias low (Koziel et al., 2011). For the creation of experiment designs many methods exists, out of which only Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) and Orthogonal Arrays (OA) will sample uniformly (Queipo et al., 2005). Therefore, usually either of these strategies or a combination of both is used. LHS is used in this thesis as it has advantages over OA, in being more flexible (Koziel et al., 2011). LHS works by stratified sampling. This means that the distribution is split up in sections of equal probability. In each of these sections a sample point is taken randomly. This means that the distance between samples could vary slightly but will always be limited by the sections. The section in LHS are called the level of the LHS method. The number of levels of the LHS is a trade-off between computational expense and the accurate representation of the distributions (Bomers et al., 2018a). Therefore, it has been chosen to take 8 levels as these follow the distribution and this leads to an allowable computational expense. In total four 8 level designs have been made to allow for enough training and validation data. Two sets of this design can be found in Table 2 in which each number tells which stratified section the value should be placed in.
Table 2: The LHS experiment design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughness sections</th>
<th>Dike breach time</th>
<th>Discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td></td>
<td>Peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 6 3 6 1 0 5 2 1</td>
<td>7 4 7 4 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 2 1 0 5 2 6 6</td>
<td>0 6 0 6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 7 4 4 0 4 0 5</td>
<td>2 4 6 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 0 2 5 7 7 4 4</td>
<td>3 0 7 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 1 5 1 6 1 3 3</td>
<td>6 1 1 0 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 5 0 2 3 3 1 1</td>
<td>7 3 3 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 3 7 7 4 6 7 7</td>
<td>4 5 2 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 4 6 3 2 5 2 0</td>
<td>5 2 5 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4 6 5 7 2 6 5 1</td>
<td>7 4 6 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 7 2 4 0 0 4 4</td>
<td>2 0 4 6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 1 7 2 1 2 3 7</td>
<td>4 6 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5 2 3 1 3 4 6 3</td>
<td>5 7 3 1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0 5 1 3 6 3 7 6</td>
<td>1 3 2 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3 0 0 6 5 5 0 2</td>
<td>6 5 1 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7 4 4 0 4 7 1 0</td>
<td>3 1 7 5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2 3 6 5 7 1 2 5</td>
<td>0 2 0 7 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 gives a change for the roughness sections, this means that section as shown in Figure 2 changes the manning coefficient as determined within the stratified sample. Next to these roughness values, the dike breach time is changed. Finally, the peak discharge is changed, this is done by scaling the discharge wave towards the new peak. Therefore, all the discharges during this wave will change. The shape of the wave as presented in Figure 8 will remain the same however.

For each of the runs a random value in the segment of the LHS is chosen. The random values are created from different distributions for each parameter. Table 3 presents an overview of these distributions, by naming the distribution and the minimum, mode, and maximum values of each parameter. The sections for LHS are divided uniformly of size 0.125, meaning that a 0 in Table 2 corresponds to a random value between 0-0.125. Using the distributions and these sections the values for the parameters are created. For the roughness values a beta distribution is chosen, as this gives a bounded distribution with a mode value. This is useful when a mode, min, max is known.

Table 3: Overview of parameter ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>0.0345</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>0.02875</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>0.04025</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>0.04025</td>
<td>0.04255</td>
<td>0.05175</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>0.02875</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>0.04025</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>0.0345</td>
<td>0.0368</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dike breach time</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak discharge</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

The surrogated model used in this thesis is an artificial neural network (ANN). ANNs have two main fields of operating, namely classification and regression. In this thesis, only the regression aspects are interesting, as the goal is to use it as a surrogated model of an original model. ANNs have been used for complex problems, like face, speech, handwriting recognition; currency exchange rate prediction; chemical processes optimization; cancer cell identification; and spacecraft trajectory prediction (Cheng & Titterington, 1994). Within Civil Engineering the uses of ANNs have been in emulators for reservoir operations problems, for instance to capture patterns between flow rates and storage levels (Raman & Chandramouli, 1996).

The type of ANN that is used in this thesis is a nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs (NARX). The choice for a NARX is made as these models are meant for regression modelling of time series. The discharge water level relation that is required, is nothing else then such a time series (Hagan et al., 1995a). A NARX exists out of 3 layers, namely the input, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Figure 12 gives an overview of a NARX in a general layout. The version used in this thesis has a feedback loop, meaning that next to the external inputs \( p_1 \) in Figure 12) the output is looped back. The effect of this feedback is that the previous water level effects the next time step, meaning that impossible physical changes cannot occur due to persistence in the system, e.g. quickly changing water levels. Each of the layer consists out of several nodes, also called neurons. In each neuron a scoring function is present, that considers the input of all previous nodes times weights and determines its output from there (Hagan et al., 1995b).

The NARX is trained using a single output value, namely the mean squared error over the output nodes. In this study the output nodes contain the water levels at each measuring station. The first output node is the water level at Arnhem, the second at Doesburg, the third at Nijmegen and the fourth at Pannerden. Using the mean squared error over all stations means that minimizing a single station does not help as the best solution. This gives the NARX a single value to fit towards the best options with multiple locations.

The training of these NARX is done using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. For this algorithm the FM runs that have been done are divided randomly in a 60,20,20 ratio for training, verification and testing. The training runs are used to change the weights of the NARX. This changing of the weights is done by minimizing the error defined above. This error is the mean squared error over all training runs, timesteps and locations. The verification runs are used to show if including more data improves the NARX, by training the model with both the training and verification data. The testing data is used to validate the NARX in its current training state.

![Figure 12: A general NARX model (Hagan et al., 1995b)](image-url)
4.3 Discharge only NARX

The most basic approach would be to keep the roughness values constant and only make the NARX on five input parameters, namely four logical arrays if a dike has been breached and the discharge at Lobith. The logical array is an array of the amount of timesteps by the number of breaches containing zeros or ones. The one means the dike is breached, the zero means the dike is intact. To create such a setup, the NARX consists out of five input nodes the ones named above. Further it will have four output nodes, namely the water levels at the different locations; Arnhem, Doesburg, Nijmegen, and Pannerden. The number of hidden nodes is varied to get the best fit in both training and verification. This is done to prevent underfitting and overfitting of the model. The hidden nodes are varied between 1-34 nodes, from which the best result is taken. Between the output and the input there is a feedback loop. This is done by including the result of the previous timestep in the current timestep. Each calculation of the NARX is a given timestep, these are taken at one day.

4.4 Roughness, Discharge NARX

The more advanced approach is, to also include the different roughness values. Therefore, NARX is build using 19 input nodes, namely the 14 roughness sections, four logical arrays for dike breaches, and the discharge at Lobith. The output nodes are still going to be the water levels at Arnhem, Doesburg, Nijmegen, and Pannerden. Also, here the hidden nodes are varied to prevent the over and underfitting of the original model. Next to the hidden nodes the feedback delay is varied between 1 and 10. This means that 3 tests for each combination between hidden nodes and delay is made. The overall functioning remains further identical to the discharge only case.

5 Calibrating discharge

The algorithm for reducing the error between the water levels in 1809 and the surrogated model output, is the barrier function interior point algorithm. This algorithm is capable of optimizing smooth nonlinear problems (Al-khayyal & Sherali, 2000; Byrd et al., 2000). The error in this problem is defined as the root summed squared error. In the function described below the root squared sum error (RSSE), is defined as a function of the value of the surrogated model (y_s) and the measured value in 1809 (y_r).

$$RSSE = \sqrt{\sum(y_s - y_r)^2}$$

The advantage of using the RSSE is that overshoots and undershoots do not cancel each other. This is useful, as the water levels need to match the measured values instead of given a trend. The input values that the algorithm can change differ for the two approaches. For 4.3 this is the discharge wave at Lobith, and for 4.4 this is the discharge wave at Lobith and the roughness sections values. As the algorithm uses a barrier function it can constrain the solutions to several criteria. These criteria are a linear constrain, and a constant constrain. It is known that some of the mathematical solution are impossible in the physical world. The constrains used in the project are constant constrains, namely the manning roughness coefficient should be between 0 and 0.8, and the discharge should be between 6000 and 20000 m³/s. These values have been chosen as the model is initialised at 6000m³/s and it is physically impossible to get negative roughness values.
6 Results: Surrogated model accuracy

In this chapter the different surrogated modelling techniques that are used will be discussed, each of these techniques is discussed in its own paragraph.

6.1 NARX accuracy discharge only

According to the description in paragraph 4.3 the NARX model is set up. Using multiple iterations, the correct number of hidden nodes is determined. This is based on the fitting error between the NARX and the DFlow-FM results. Figure 13 shows how the NARX is build up. The $x(t)$ includes, the four logical arrays of dike breaches and the discharge wave at Lobith. Node 1-4 give the status of a dike breach at a moment in time, in which 1 means breached and 0 means non-breached. Node 5 gives the discharge at Lobith at the current time step. These inputs and the four output nodes of the previous day get transferred with weights to the hidden layer. The output nodes are the water levels at Arnhem, Doesburg, Nijmegen and Pannerden, found in $y(t)$ as node 1 to 4 respectively.

![Figure 13: Setup of the NARX for the discharge only](image)

The accuracy of the NARX is determined as the difference between the FM value and the NARX value. This NARX has an accuracy of tens of centimetres at all location except for Doesburg. Table 4 provides an overview of the quality of fitting the NARX to the Dflow-FM data. The best and the worst fits are given in Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively. These give a visual representation of the correctness of the fit. This means that the NARX is useful, for Arnhem, Nijmegen and Pannerden. As in these locations the $R^2$ values are above 0.8 and the order of the largest error is within 10’s of centimetres. It shows that the fit for Doesburg is a lot worse than for the other measuring stations. A possible explanation for this is the missing roughness values, the Ijssel river has a completely different shape than the others. This will translate in another relation between the discharge and water levels. Whilst three output nodes react similar and one different, it is logical that the fit will be best for the similar reacting nodes. As this will give the lowest error overall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>$\Delta h$ best</th>
<th>$\Delta h$ worst</th>
<th>$R^2$ best</th>
<th>$R^2$ worst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnhem</td>
<td>4.72 cm</td>
<td>10.15 cm</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
<td>0.8720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesburg</td>
<td>6.12 cm</td>
<td>36.50 cm</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.0541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nijmegen</td>
<td>6.09 cm</td>
<td>10.47 cm</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannerden</td>
<td>5.32 cm</td>
<td>9.40 cm</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A has all the 32 Dflow-FM runs. These give an overview of the fitting in all these cases. These show that the behaviour over all the 32 runs is similar to the behaviour seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15. This means that the overall performance is well, only that the performance of Doesburg is the worst off all of them. This also shows that with few variables the surrogated model can already represent the Dflow-FM model.

6.2 NARX accuracy roughness + discharge

According to the description in paragraph 4.4 the NARX model is set up. Using multiple iterations, the correct number of hidden nodes is determined. This is based on the fitting error between the NARX and the DFlow-FM results. Figure 16 shows how the NARX is built up. In the $x(t)$ are located, the roughness values, the four logical arrays of dike breaches and the discharge wave at Lobith. Node 1-14 has the representative manning value for the ordered list of roughness sections. Node 15-18 give the status of a dike breach at a moment in time, in which 1 means breached and 0 means non-breached. Node 19 gives the discharge at Lobith at the current time step. These inputs get then put in the hidden layer together with the four output nodes of the previous day. The output nodes are the water levels at Arnhem, Doesburg, Nijmegen and Pannerden, found in $y(t)$ as node 1 to 4 respectively.
Table 5 provides an overview of the quality of fitting the NARX to the D-Flow FM data. The best and the worst fits are in Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively. These give a visual representation of the correctness of the fit. This means that the NARX is useful, for Arnhem, Doesburg and Pannerden. As in these locations the $R^2$ values are above or close to 0.8 and the order of the largest error is within 10’s of centimetres. It shows that overall the fits are more accurate than in 6.1. This agrees with the different relations between some of the measurement stations and the discharge wave at Lobith. In this it does show that roughness section that effect multiple stations are preferred over single stations. This shows in the difference in accuracy between Arnhem, Pannerden, Doesburg and Nijmegen. As Nijmegen scores worse, but also is physically effected by different roughness sections.

Appendix B has all the 32 D-Flow FM runs, this overview shows that all runs perform similar to the best and worse run. As such it is to be assumed that the quality of fit of the system is somewhere between these two runs. Considering that training data will score higher, the worst run gives probably the best overview of applications of the NARX without the training set. This means that for the reconstruction the expected error is probably closer to the worst run than the best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>$\Delta h$ best</th>
<th>$\Delta h$ worst</th>
<th>$R^2$ best</th>
<th>$R^2$ worst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnhem</td>
<td>3.57 cm</td>
<td>19.94 cm</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
<td>0.8852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesburg</td>
<td>10.88 cm</td>
<td>29.03 cm</td>
<td>0.9961</td>
<td>0.9438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nijmegen</td>
<td>12.81 cm</td>
<td>23.35 cm</td>
<td>0.9886</td>
<td>0.7467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannerden</td>
<td>4.39 cm</td>
<td>24.22 cm</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
<td>0.7888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Results: Discharge during 1809 flood event

7.1 Changing only the discharge

Using the trained NARX from 6.1 and the method of paragraph 5, the discharge wave at Lobith is changed to match the measured water levels. The discharge wave can change by independently changing the discharge at each day. Figure 19 and Figure 20 provide the results of this optimization sum. This result is created by using 32 different initial conditions. The initial condition for each case is one of the 32 runs out of FM. It shows that the missing persistence in the discharge wave allows for unphysical changes in the discharge. This might be solved by only allowing known discharge waves to scale or move. The matching to the water levels stays far off. This can mean that the initial roughness values are wrong. This is then compensated by a higher discharge. Due to the delays in the NARX it shows that the peaks of the discharge and water levels do not meet correctly. However, in the physical domain there is travel time between this wave and the measurement locations. Furthermore it shows that the overall error is minimized by having most of them wrong but in the correct trend.

![Figure 19: Best fitted discharge](image1)

![Figure 20: Water levels with this discharge](image2)
7.2 Roughness + discharge

Using the trained NARX of 6.2 and the method described in paragraph 5. The discharge wave at Lobith and roughness are changed to match the measured water levels. Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23 provide the results of this optimization sum. This result is created by the barrier function interior point algorithm with the error being the RSSE of the designated water levels in this case Arnhem and Doesburg. The discharge wave shows a possible form from day 3 onwards. This seems promising however can be a random lucky result. Considering the water levels at Arnhem and Doesburg the errors are quite large. Especially for the station of Arnhem the trend of the graph is different, and the water level has errors over 2m. This means that the result cannot be considered accurate for the given case. Again, this shows that the roughness values in the FM model are probably completely off and this is being compensated by the discharge.

*Figure 21: Optimized roughness for the 1809 case*

*Figure 22: Discharge wave of the 1809 case*

*Figure 23: Water levels after optimizations*
7.3 Discharge wave by only moving and scaling

In the past two actions it showed that the persistence of the discharge wave is lost. Therefore, a scaling approach is tried for the discharge wave. This scaling procedure on all the measuring stations, shows a peak discharge of 60000 m$^3$/s (Figure 24). Figure 25 shows the corresponding roughness values for this discharge wave, to get the water levels of Figure 26. These water levels show that the fit is poorly. Even though being the best fit the algorithm could find, the water levels in the peaks are most of. The run up and backside of the curve are accurately represented, especially for Arnhem and Nijmegen. Looking at Pannerden the overall picture is a lot worse, with errors of more than 1m. This shows that the roughness values or other criteria not included should influence this relation. As these are then incorrect, the method shows its limitations. The location Doesburg shows limitation in the first days, only around the peak the values are correct.

![Figure 24: Discharge wave after optimization](image1)

![Figure 25: Roughness values after optimization](image2)

![Figure 26: Water levels after optimization](image3)
8  Sensitivity analysis of uncertain parameters
To ensure the robustness of the methodology, a sensitivity test has been done on several factors. These factors are the exclusions of measuring stations and manipulation of the measured data. The manipulation of the measured data is done to allow for changing measuring times. This is done by increasing or decreasing the measured daily level till 10% change. Some measured stations are excluded as these should not affect the eventual conclusions.

8.1  Using different amounts of measuring stations
Using the different measuring stations to reconstruct the discharge, it should yield the same discharge function. This hypothesis is tested using different scenarios of inclusion and exclusion of stations in the error definition of the optimization function. This error is defined as the RSSE, in which the sum of all stations is considered. With the exclusion of a station, this station is no longer part of the summed value.
8.1.1 Doesburg

Using only one measuring station, the one at Doesburg, it shows that the optimization function can reconstruct a discharge wave. Figure 27 gives the discharge wave after the optimization function has found an optimum, this discharge wave however is way larger than anything that the literature has found till now (Toonen, 2013). The optimal solution is shown in Figure 29 this shows that the fit to the measured data is accurate. It shows some small errors in the run-up phase, but the peak and end timing is accurately represented. However, it does show that the other stations, not included in calculation, score significantly worse. First, is the timing off by several days, and is the shape different in comparison to the measured values. These can probably be explained by incorrect roughness values, shown in Figure 28, whilst these stations were not included in the error calculation. Second, it shows that the sharp peaks in the other stations are not represented. These could occur due to the ice dams that were present during the event but missing in the trainings data and as such in both the surrogated and the physical model. Due to these missing values the extreme peaks are missing in the surrogated output, and the model cannot reproduce this input. Third, the water level errors in the run up can be caused by having insufficient data points in time, this leads to an underfitting of the model.
8.1.2 Doesburg & Pannerden
Using the two measurement stations spatially separated, namely Doesburg and Pannerden. The discharge wave is reconstructed. Figure 32 shows the results of the best fitted discharge wave (Figure 30), with corresponding roughness values Figure 31. It clearly shows still a large error in the measured water levels and the NARX levels, at all measurement location. This means both the included and excluded stations. Doesburg is the closest approximation in this result. Considering the discharge wave of Figure 30, this shows unrealistic values for the discharge at Lobith. Also considering the roughness values of Figure 31 is not realistic. All the values are outside of the theoretical range. This is not strange for a model but makes the result more unbelievable. Considering these points, the number of data points are too few to find the correct results, with the given algorithm.

Figure 30: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 31: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 32: Water levels after optimization
8.1.3 Arnhem & Nijmegen

Using two measurement stations, the same results should be achieved. This time the stations Arnhem and Nijmegen are considered. It shows that the result is quite accurate for Nijmegen, however not at all for Arnhem, see Figure 35. From this it shows that the optimization algorithm is not able to reach a correct discharge wave. This can be caused by having to many variables in comparison to the data or using an algorithm that is not correct for the given problem. Figure 34 shows extreme roughness values, something that strengthens the believe that the optimization algorithm cannot find the correct values. Figure 33 shows the discharge wave resulting from the optimization this is more extreme than any value in the literature. As such the method seems to show randomness in its working.

Figure 33: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 34: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 35: Water levels after the optimization
8.2 Changing the real water level random till +10%
With data of 1809, the timing of data is uncertain. As such the data is manipulated in this chapter to be increased for each day between 0 and 10%. The increased values are to allow for measurements taken earlier than expected in the run up and measurements taken later than expected in the run off.

8.2.1 Doesburg
Figure 36 shows the discharge wave after optimization with the error of only measuring station Doesburg. This discharge wave has a peak discharge of 70,000 m³/s, which is way larger than any value mentioned in the literature. Using Figure 38 it shows that the fit of the water levels is nice and accurate. However, this is only the case for Doesburg, all the other stations have a completely different reaction. The roughness values for this case are shown in Figure 37, these are also strange. This can be caused by having to few data points in comparison to the number of variables.

![Figure 36: Discharge wave after optimization](image)

![Figure 37: Roughness values after optimization](image)

![Figure 38: Water levels after optimization](image)
8.2.2 Doesburg & Pannerden

Figure 39 shows the discharge wave after optimization on two stations namely Doesburg and Pannerden. One of the interesting effects in this case is the topped of water levels found in Figure 41, the causes for these maximum effects are unclear. One potential cause of this is the difference roughness values together with the logical array of dike breaches. The roughness values after the optimization are shown in Figure 40. This shows that the model does find a maximum value, however the model needs this maximum now to reach the measured levels. This shows that there is an error in this method again occurring trough either to few data points or being outside of the surrogated models reach.
8.2.3 Arnhem & Nijmegen

Figure 42 contains the discharge wave for the situation measured at Arnhem and Nijmegen. The resulting water levels are shown in Figure 44. These show that the fit is poorly in both Arnhem and Nijmegen, as well as the other measuring stations. It has the interesting result that Arnhem has a correct fitted run up section and Nijmegen has a correct ending of the discharge wave. This means that the overall error seems to be low with the one focussing on the start and the other focussing on the end. Figure 43 shows the roughness values for the given optimal fit. These roughness values are all outside the training range of the surrogated model and together with the extreme large discharge wave, are these results inaccurate and unreal. This shows that either the number of unknowns is too large or the optimization algorithm is unable to find a correct global minimum for the given problem. This can be caused by the surrogated model being outside of the training sphere or the amount of data is insufficient to meet both the number of unknowns and the constrains.
8.2.4 All stations

Figure 45 shows the discharge wave that fits best by the water level of all stations in this scenario. Together with the roughness values displayed in Figure 46. This leads to the water levels described in Figure 47. These water levels show a maximum water level independent of the discharge wave as it is at max for multiple days. This can be caused by the breaking dikes, combined with the high discharge values and the weird roughness values. All in all, does it show that the model is not able to reconstruct this situation. This can have multiple causes as described earlier, in missing data or a optimization algorithm with the wrong constrains, methodology or other issues with the surrogated model not representing the correct solution.

Figure 45: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 46: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 47: Water levels after optimization
8.3 Changing the real water level random till -10%

With data of 1809, the timing of data is uncertain. As such the data is manipulated in this chapter to be decreased for each day between 0 and 10%. The decreased values are to allow for measurements taken later than expected in the run up and measurements taken earlier than expected in the run off.

8.3.1 Doesburg

Figure 48 shows the discharge wave that was the input of the best fitted water levels (Figure 50), the other input for this sum are the roughness values shown in Figure 49. The water level fit shows an overall well-defined trend; however, the errors are large at all time steps. Therefore, the concluding inputs are incorrect, in addition to the 1809 flood. This time only Doesburg’s error was considered, which is clearly visible in the results as all other stations are not even close to the measured values. The causes of these errors are partly explainable by a shortage of independent data. The error is calculated for each day, however the change of today will affect tomorrow and the other way around. This persistence in the known measurements leads to false optimums that meet only sections of the wave.

![Figure 48: Discharge wave after optimization](image1)

![Figure 49: Roughness values after optimization](image2)

![Figure 50: Water levels after optimization](image3)
8.3.2 Doesburg & Pannerden
The inputs discharge wave and roughness values for the best fitted version for Doesburg and Pannerden are shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52 respectively. The resulting water level are shown in Figure 53. This shows that Pannerden overall scores nicely, in following of the measurement and having a small error, except for the peak around the 13th of January. However, Doesburg has a large error, which is incredible larger than Pannerden and Nijmegen. This is weird as Doesburg was part of the error calculation whereas Nijmegen is not. This can be caused by the small difference in effects of Nijmegen and Pannerden.

Figure 51: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 52: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 53: Water levels after optimization
8.3.3 Arnhem & Nijmegen

Figure 56 shows the resulting water levels with the discharge and roughness defined in Figure 54 and Figure 55 respectively. This shows mostly a bad fit of both Nijmegen and Arnhem, which has about an equal error in positive values as negative values. The accuracy of this fit is poor. Both Nijmegen and Arnhem fit poorly to the measured values. The errors are over 2m at some places, and around 1m in average. These errors are to large to consider this result correct for the 1809 flood. This can have several causes, being not the best fitted surrogated model for these locations. Next to this the potential of ice dams in the Waal and Nederrijn which are not part of this FM model, but are present in the measurements.

---

![Best discharge fit](image1)

**Figure 54: Discharge wave after optimization**

![Best roughness fit](image2)

**Figure 55: Roughness values after optimization**

![ANN water levels - compared to measured water levels --](image3)

**Figure 56: Water levels after optimization**
8.3.4 All stations

Figure 57 and Figure 58 are the input variables that lead to the best fit of the water levels in Figure 59 for all stations. The discharge wave and the roughness values are shown in Figure 57 and Figure 58 respectively. It shows in the water levels that the fits overall are in line with the measured values. However, there are large differences from day to day, with over and underestimations. These are most obvious in Pannerden, Nijmegen and Doesburg. In Arnhem this is even not the case, so this leads to a bad fit overall. Mostly the direct changes in the measured water values are not resulting in a change in surrogated models. It becomes clear that these direct changes are unable to be represented in the surrogated models.

Figure 57: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 58: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 59: Water levels after optimization
8.4 Changing the real water level random -10% to 10%

The exact times of measurement is unknown of the measured values in 1809. To include changing measurement times the values of the measurements are randomly increased or decreased by 10%. This relates to earlier or later measurement then expected. This situation is tested for different measurement stations included in the calculation.

8.4.1 Doesburg

Figure 60 and Figure 61 are the discharge and the roughness values respectively which lead to the water levels shown in Figure 62. As the water levels show, the fit of the water levels at Doesburg is poor. It has a maximum error of about 1m in the water levels, when ignoring the initial days. All other stations are worse, but this is to be expected as they are ignored in determining the discharge and roughness values. This shows that the method does not seem to work considering the error is given in these cases. These are probably caused by the algorithm not finding the correct minimum situation.

Figure 60: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 61: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 62: Water levels after optimization
8.4.2 Doesburg & Pannerden

The water levels presented in Figure 65 are determined by changing the discharge wave and the roughness values which are presented in Figure 63 and Figure 64 respectively. It shows that the general curve of the water levels is followed by these input variables. However, all out of line lying water level values are not representable by the surrogated model. The roughness values as described are mostly reaching the maximum value set in the algorithm. Next to this part is it weird that the roughness sections have large different values in follow up sections. The discharge wave shows extremely high values more than which have been written in any literature. The water levels are for all other stations completely out of line, with errors that are larger than 2m. These levels are expected to be wrong while not being included in the error calculations for the recreation of discharge waves.

Figure 63: Discharge wave after optimization

Figure 64: Roughness values after optimization

Figure 65: Water levels after optimization
8.4.3 Arnhem & Nijmegen

Figure 66 and Figure 67 represent the discharge wave and roughness values respectively, these are used to reconstruct the water levels shown in Figure 68. The water levels at both Arnhem and Nijmegen, are overall minimized in error. However, there are a lot of overshoots and undershoot between the fits and measured data. The roughness values, that have been used for the water levels show weird values as the difference between the sections are large. Next to this is the discharge wave extremely high above any flood that has been described in the literature. Again the system probably does not functions, due to either being outside the surrogated model range or the algorithm has to few data.

---

**Figure 66: Discharge wave after optimization**

**Figure 67: Roughness values after optimization**

**Figure 68: Water levels after optimization**
8.4.4 All stations

Figure 71 shows the water levels that are the best fit to the measured values. This is fitted to all the measured stations. It shows that there is a maximum water level that can be reached. This shows in the flatted top. The fit of these water levels is poor, especially in Pannerden, where errors are present of more than 2m. The water levels are generated using the discharge wave shown in Figure 69 and the roughness sectional values shown in Figure 70. These roughness values are extreme in the large changes between different section, namely being either the maximum or minimum value. The discharge wave is way larger than any wave presented in any literature. Furthermore does it show a topping off effect in the water levels that is not present in this discharge wave, which is interesting considering that physically this means that water remains in the system, or gets entered via different routes.

![Figure 69: Discharge wave after optimization](image1)

![Figure 70: Roughness values after optimization](image2)

![Figure 71: Water levels after optimization](image3)
9 Discussion

The first results show that the NARX is a good fit to the original flexible mesh model. This means that the NARX should represent the flexible mesh results in the same manner. Therefore, being within the roughness inputs and discharge waves the NARX should theoretically provide the correct results for all locations. This shows in having a fit of an $R^2$ value higher than 0.7 for all stations. This means that the overall course of the water level is correctly being displayed by the NARX.

The fit of the NARX does however vary between the different measuring stations, in which with roughness values Doesburg has the best fit and Nijmegen the worst fit. This can be explained by the amount of roughness sections that influence these measurement stations. The station at Doesburg, has relatively few other sections included to Arnhem and Pannerden. While the fit is being made over all stations, the other nodes, including feedback, will affect this accuracy. Having identical input parameters for other outputs will make these inputs have a stronger effect on the hidden layer. This results in these features being more presented in the output signal. For the case of this surrogated model, the locations Arnhem, Pannerden, and Nijmegen all have overlapping roughness sections that effect the water levels. Therefore, this roughness section is more present in the hidden layer as such the accuracies of fit of the values using this section will be better than the ones missing this section.

So, the fit is accurate however it remains an estimation and does not provide the same values. As errors progress through the calculation the eventual error is larger than the initial fitting error. This can cause issues with fitting the discharge wave to the measured water levels. One of the potential causes of the failing fits, is the progressions of these errors.

The fitting of the discharge wave to the measured values in 1809, has seen a lot of issues. These have several potential causes. First, the small error of the surrogated model fit leads to a larger error with values closer to the boundary of the sphere of fitting. Second, the amount of independent data points on which the error is determined is low. This is due to the close measurement stations together. To prevent this from being a problem, data from further measuring stations could be included or a longer period around the flood event could be considered. However, this will increase the time needed for the creation of the trainings data. Third, the roughness sections defined create a lot of unknown variables, more than independent data points.

The amount of data that is available in the measurements is limited. This is due to the historic nature of the case. In the past monitoring flows and water levels has been limited. This is increased a lot in the last 150 years. For the 1809 case, there are four measurement stations all located within 30km of each other, each of these stations has a daily water level measurement. However, due to the nature of river flows, the water level is persistence in both time and space. This means that the amount of independent measurements is lower than the total data available. In total there is an event of 13 days present with 4 stations, meaning that 52 data points are available. Considering the persistence of the system, this is most likely reduced, as the next day depends on the previous day and all station are close together. The amount of really independent data points remains unknown; however, it is probably less than the 16 unknown variables for the optimization problem. This means that the problem is badly defined, and as such can behave unexpected.

The optimization algorithm used has several boundary criteria. These criteria and the function values should be continuous in their value and first derivative to ensure the workings. In this problem, this direct requirement might not be met in all cases. As the dike breaches cause sudden changes in the behaviour of the input parameters. For the surrogated model this is implemented using a logical array which is discontines. However, this is taken as a constant input value for the algorithm, so this
parameter does not break the criteria. Still it might lead to issues, that the first derivative of the output becomes discontinues when the dike breaches.

The measured values appear to be outside the sphere of fitting as such the surrogated model is no longer guaranteed valid. This could be one of the reasons that the optimization algorithm fails as the surrogated model does not represent the correct relation between the input and output parameters. So, the discharge wave might be incorrectly related to the water levels in this case.

10 Conclusion

The effectiveness of surrogated models for the reconstruction of historic discharges is extremely limited. The surrogated model used in this case a NARX, can represent the physical model. This is a physical model including dike breaches on a temporal resolution of 24 hours. The fit quality of the NARX to the physical model is good with the worst example being an $R^2$ of 0.75 and a maximum absolute deviation of 29cm. This deviation is a single outlier and overall, the results follow more closely. As such the NARX is a great tool to represent the physical model. Theoretically this should mean that the NARX can be used to change and test several inputs to meet a specific output.

However, it seemed that this changing the input parameters to meet a specific output is not working. Some reasons for this discrepancy are the low amount of independent data, the sphere of fitting created for the surrogated model, and the optimization algorithm used. One of these three problems is the cause of the optimization problem. More research is required to find the one that is causing the problems.

Currently the number of parameters that the NARX can use namely 19 is way more than the availability of independent data. The data must be independent as dependent data gives false relations and easier correlations by just the data structure itself. The number of data points available is 13 for each station, this is one per day. Of the 19 variables, 4 are fixed, which brings the number of unknown variables to 15, still more than the available direct data. The spatial correlation between the measurement stations is also highly present as they are within 30 km of each other. This means that the amount of available data is less than optimal. The optimization problem as such is poorly defined, which means that the number of functions is larger than the number of constrains/data.

The sphere of fitting is defined in only the theoretical roughness values and several discharge waves, this makes the range of potential roughness values limited. The roughness value is usually used to calibrate the hydrodynamic model. In the situation of historic floods this is impossible as to much data is missing. However, due to this property are there no clear limitations in roughness values except for being positive. This makes it difficult to create a training set including all potential roughness values.

The optimization algorithm used will try to find a global minimum, however no method can guarantee to reach a global minimum. This method uses evolutionary approach meaning that multiple start locations are chosen from which a steepest gradient search is undertaken. This approach has some limitations as the functions need to be continuous and differentiable. With the dike breaches, this second part might be an issue as the behaviour changes at a single point in time. This could make the derivative become discontinuous, leading to a failure in the algorithm.

Concluding a NARX is a powerful tool, in fitting the physical model. However, it has large limitations when it comes to output manipulation via the input. This shows in the algorithm trying to change the inputs to meet the measurements. This can also be caused by the algorithm itself however. As such more research is required to find the limitations of the NARX and the areas for which it can be used.
11 Recommendations for further research

The conclusions show that multiple factors are likely responsible for the bad results of the reconstruction. For this more research is advised in the areas of these three problems.

First, the ratio between known and unknown variables. This can be achieved by reducing the number of roughness sections. Next to this the length of the timeseries can be increased to get more independent data points. This could lead to a better representation of the problem, making the problem better defined, instead of having falsely defined relations or undefined relations. The falsely defined relations are relation using dependent data.

Second, the sphere of fitting can be enlarged by using a wider set of roughness values, this should allow for a wider range of values in which the surrogated model is operational. This can be achieved by creating a more diverse set of runs in DFlow-FM. The number of runs needed for this change, will dependent on the ability of the NARX to fit to this wider range of data, but it will most likely be equal or larger than 32, with the same 60/20/20 division used in this thesis.

Third, the optimization algorithm can be changed. This will probably cause the biggest difference in the workings of the system, while the NARX fits well to the original data. The importance for this system is to find an algorithm with less limitations. These are scares as most ill-defined problems are unsolvable. This is the other part in which an answer could be searched, to reduce the search space creating a better-defined problem. The use of non-gradient methods would remove the limitations on the derivatives but would increase computational power needed immensely.
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Appendix A: All accuracy graphs discharge only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 1 Set 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 1 Set 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 2 Set 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 2 Set 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 3 Set 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph 3 Set 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix B: All accuracy graphs discharge and roughness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Graph 1" /></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
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